
Charles Sanders & Sunny Grace  
Critical Response to Recent, Related Work 

REVOLT. SHE SAID. REVOLT AGAIN. by Alice Birch, directed by Charles Sanders 
Adelaide - Holden Street Theatres, Nov/Dec 2018 
Sydney - The Old 505 Theatre, May 2018 

The Barefoot Review, Samela Harris, Nov 22 2018

http://www.thebarefootreview.com.au/menu/theatre/119-2014-adelaide-reviews/1790-revolt-she-
said-revolt-again.html?fbclid=IwAR3l_xiJzLkrAp1j2hjLis_EhniGu-
Mnk7agLFG8bTaq2MTfB2kV6G_XSh8 


As presented by House of Sand, this South Australian premiere production is as elegant as it is 
grotesque. […] they dig through layers of blood-pouring, child-bearing, choice-less submission in 
a storm of often revolting revolt. 

There are reiterated references to potatoes and watermelons, to lack of understanding, to choices 
and bluebells; common strands the audience must strive to link. 

It is not pretty but, with Sanders’ astute direction and the complementary mindset of designer 
Stephanie Howie and Sophie Pekbelimli on lighting, its aesthetic reaches moments of high art.   

The cast is extraordinary: five brilliant and committed players. Add to Sanders and Hillier the 
enigmatic power of Amy Victoria Brooks, the wide-eyed passion of Enya Daly and the veteran 
authority of Fiona Press and you have a stage of disparate peers joined in a fearless cause.

This is a cage-rattling piece of theatre and a jewel in the crown for Feast.


The Advertiser, Peter Burdon, Nov 22 2018 
https://www.adelaidenow.com.au/entertainment/arts/you-have-been-warned-its-revolting/news-
story/8b3176acce5ee76c4478f8f9713e8ce2


There is a lot of fine theatre that tackles stereotypes head on, from the sensationalism of The 
Vagina Monologues to the lithe dramas of Caryl Churchill, but for sheer guts Alice Birch’s 2014 
Revolt. She Said. Revolt Again, written for no less an ensemble than the Royal Shakespeare 
Company, takes some beating.

The consistently excellent House of Sand and director Charles Sanders have done it again in the 
Adelaide premiere of this profoundly uncompromising piece, archly feminist theatre at its most 
blistering and incisive. A top shelf cast including the exceptional Fiona Press and Adelaide expat 
Amy Victoria Brooks acquit themselves admirably. […]

The script apparently includes the direction, “this play should not be well behaved.” You have 
been warned.


Glam Adelaide, Tracey Korsten, Nov 21 2018 
http://www.glamadelaide.com.au/feast-festival-review-revolt-she-said-revolt-again/?
fbclid=IwAR1z-zp6N8DWgF5cIosOfsoJynEw-6i11Imw22pqFCVspkLzPB8uB2sJHXQ 


This is a rich piece of work for a director, as Charles Sanders has clearly decided. Sanders’s light 
and sympatico touch is obvious. The cast – Fiona Press, Eliza Sanders, Amy Victoria Brooks, 
Enya Daly and Richard Hilliar – are outstanding, both as individuals and as an ensemble. They 
deliver the work with authenticity, subtletly and robust humour. Simple but highly effective staging 
adds depth and gently supports the action without taking over.

This is a thought-provoking night in the theatre and certainly a production worth your time.
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Theatre Now, M. Osbourne, May 8 2018

http://www.onthetown.net.au/theatre-now-review-revolt-she-said-revolt-again/ 


House of Sand’s production of this work is a call to arms and a demand for the ‘other’ to be 
heard. It explores the lust for radicalism that inherent frustration evokes, whilst forcing the 
audience to consider what happens when there is passion for change but no strategy. Director 
Charles Sanders overwhelms us quite deliberately and unapologetically with strong symbolism 
and a truly sensorial experience as we are lurched into each act of the play. Sanders’ intellect and 
deep consideration of the themes in this play are potent, and this is so important as such a bold 
work has potential to leave an audience disorientated and frustrated.


Suzy Goes See, Suzy Wrong, May 4 2018

https://suzygoessee.com/2018/05/04/review-revolt-she-said-revolt-again-house-of-sand/ 


The show speaks resonantly, with director Charles Sanders’ intellect a fortifying authority that 
establishes clarity for all its arguments. The politics in Revolt. She Said. Revolt Again. are made 
compelling by Sanders’ palpable enthusiasm for the subject matter, and their insistence that we 
hear its messages, translates into excellent drama. Design style is fairly simple for the production, 
with Joanne Joy’s visual projections particularly effective in helping to assert some of the highly 
provocative concepts.


Welcome The Bright World by Stephen Sewell, directed by Charles Sanders  
The Queens Theatre, Adelaide, Sept/Oct 2018 

The Australian, Murray Bramwell, Sept 25 2018 
http://online.isentialink.com/theaustralian.com.au/2018/09/24/98c151af-bd50-4d7e-
a80b-43a691eba94e.html?fbclid=IwAR0vJ4FUwKNk_ahq_sd9tQvQBbIXTB2R7s-
JkUnDhaFBnufiTG2otKPUWCU 


It is 36 years since Nimrod first staged its Welcome and, while other Sewell works, with their 
glorious unfurling titles, have occasionally resurfaced, this play, set in Germany in the early 1980s, 
has not. Until now, when (under the umbrella of State Theatre Company) House of Sand and 
director Charles Sanders have produced this accomplished and commanding revival. […]

Sanders and designer Karla Urizar have used the cavernous, unreconstructed Queen’s Theatre to 
good effect, assisted by Owen McCarthy’s grainy monochrome video projections and strategic 
lighting. Mario Spate has assembled an evocative sound design of oscillations, pulses, subliminal 
Kraftwerk-ish noodlings and other aural punctuations. […]

Sewell demands this theatrical magnitude because the stakes are high. His plays bravely reach 
beyond their grasp, ungoverned by defensive ironies and cynicism. They also challenge and 
invigorate audiences, reminding us that bright worlds can still exist.


Adelaide Theatre Guide, Doug Phillips, Sept 24 2018 
http://www.theatreguide.com.au/current_site/reviews/reviews_detail.php?
ShowID=brightworld&ShowYear=2018&fbclid=IwAR0LpjU6klRNMwo1hyu8DyDNlMYrCA6YVFKN
45wF-IzEllKktSGaWHdbKCw 

Stephen Sewell’s “Welcome The Bright World” is gritty, fierce and alarmingly real. Set in the early 
eighties, we’re denied the comic relief that usually accompanies this decade. Instead, we’re 
assaulted with dark concepts and an intense plot. […]  Charles Sanders has achieved a high 
standard of direction, backed in by impeccable performances from each actor. There are no weak 
links in this cast. Plus a team of staging experts who have left nothing half-done. The production 
team behind this show are at the top of their game.

The set, lighting, and effects were all magnificent. If the Queen’s Theatre hasn’t held a special 
place in your heart before now, it just might after seeing this show. The set design and 
construction, perfectly embedded into this fantastic old structure, are seamless, impressive, and 
distinctly original.
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The Angelica Complex by Sunny Grace, Directed by Priscilla Jackman 
Kings Cross Theatre, Sydney, November 2016 

The Sydney Morning Herald, Jason Blake, Nov 10 2016 
https://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/theatre/review-the-angelica-complex-borders-on-the-
poetic-but-lacks-personal-edge-20161110-gsm33c.html


You can be a strong woman. You can be a vulnerable woman. But you can't be both, says 
Angelica (Kym Vercoe) close to the top of this monologue essay written by Sunny Grace and 
directed by Priscilla Jackman. Angelica wants the freedom to be both when it suits. She wants to 
be complex.

The Angelica Complex lifts the lid on the anxieties of motherhood in an era when one can be 
digitally connected 24/7 yet be entirely alone and feel under pressure to conform to the trope of 
the Instagram-ready, picture perfect yummy-mummy.

Angelica's predicament is complex. In the course of an hour, we see how she is entangled in a 
web of issues connected with societal sexism, declining personal agency and self-image. Post-
natal depression and loneliness play a part, too, as Angelica finds her life consumed by the 
unrelenting animal demands of an infant. The tone is heightened-real, verging on the poetic. 


Theatre Red, Paul Gilchrist, Nov 16 2016

https://theatrered.wordpress.com/2016/11/16/the-angelica-complex/ 


Early in this production the character says words to the effect: “As a woman, you can be either 
strong or vulnerable. You can’t be both.”

And then we’re gifted a performance that is both strong and vulnerable […] Sunny Grace’s The 
Angelica Complex is one of the voices we need if our theatrical culture can claim to be truly 
diverse. (Though the fact I can use the word ‘diverse’ to label a work that explores such 
fundamentals of human existence as birth and breastfeeding suggests we might have a way to 
go. I blame society, not myself; in polite company, that’s always best.)

This is a powerful tale presented with both humour and pathos.


Australian Stage, Richard Cotter, Nov 11 2016 
https://www.australianstage.com.au/201611108046/reviews/sydney/the-angelica-complex.html 

Inspired by Puccini's all female opera, Suor Angelica and the personal experiences of new 
motherhood by writer Sunny Grace, The Angelica Complex is an examination of the modern 
pressures brought to bear on woman from here to maternity; the terrifying tightrope tripping of 
child bearing to child caring to child rearing. 

Told they can have it all, contemporary women choosing to have children now face running a self- 
sacrificial gauntlet fuelled by social media and peer pressure rather than traditional family support. 
Angelica narrates her story of contemporary motherhood where the pressures of being perfect 
create a petri-dish of paranoia and guilt, from conception and carrying to delivery and nurturing. 

Abstinence from alcohol and an assortment of dietary denial, Stepford-like uniformity of yoga and 
leisure wear, and body image issues funnel into feelings of inadequacy and depression. 
Abstinence in excess, a veritable Voltaire perfect storm – “neither abstinence nor excess ever 
rendered woman happy”. 

https://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/theatre/review-the-angelica-complex-borders-on-the-poetic-but-lacks-personal-edge-20161110-gsm33c.html
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It takes a village they say...what happened to the village? 

If only my mother could have helped me when my baby stopped breathing...the 

only clue she left me was hidden in my name - Angelica, the medicinal herb, the 

cure of all ills. But my mother died before she could give me the recipe. 

Sleepless. Isolation. Sleep deprivation. 

These forms of torture are used in war.   All of these I have endured. 

When I gave birth... I wasn’t even a woman, I was a primeval animal. Full of 

guttural urges and earth driven energy that pulsed through me from the 

beginning of time. Where the pain was so intense it was almost like being on a 

drug. An out of body experience. An hallucination. Why do they offer women 

drugs to counteract the greatest out of body experience she can go through?  Is 

it the fear of the greatest power on earth. The power to give life. Do they think if 

we can give life we can also take it away? Do they think we are all witches? 

It is magic. Think about it. First there is nothing, then a person grows inside you 

and where there was nothing a human being appears. That is magic. Much 

more magical than sawing a woman in half and putting her back together. We 

are magical. And we are losing our magic. We are the life givers. And we have 

lost our power. We are being sawn in half but how can we put ourselves back 

together? I need help. I can’t do it by myself. These things make me weep. It is a 

salty kiss, a sweet drop of ocean.

I think it’s all about remorse. Lindy wasn’t hysterical enough. If your child goes 

missing you must be hysterical. Or you will be the suspect. Innocent until proven 

guilty but only if you break down in a salt lake of tears. 

11.



You  need to become the Isle of Tears. Chained to the rock of your sadness. 

Don’t keep a poker face. Don’t try to hold yourself together to face the torrential 

media barrage. Make sure you break down, lose it, be like the victims before 

you and howl and wail and cry and collapse. But don’t tell the truth, ipso facto, 

and definitely don’t tell it monotone. “A dingo took my baby”. My husband still 

thinks it was her. Not the dingo. But he’s from New Zealand. He has an aversion 

to Australian native animals especially the Wallabies, you know because of the 

All Blacks.  

I wonder how he’s doing without me...? 

I read in a fifties hand book once -  how to be a good wife.  To be dressed with 

lipstick on and a drink ready for your husband when he gets home.  Make sure 

the baby or children are quiet and well-behaved because when Daddy walks in 

he’s had a hard day at work and needs to relax. Well fuck that! The time when 

her Dad walks in I may be wearing red lipstick. But I hand him the kid and I 

crack open that bottle of wine and take a big glass of personality. And all of me 

comes back. Me before babies. Memories of me before.  Me on the nightclub 

dance floor.

Angelica begins dancing to deep house. Disco 

lights spin. Angelica is dancing euphoric pointing 

to members of the audience.  

I love you...I love you.....and you...

I was always the last one on the dance-floor. 

Disco lights out. 

I’m the first of my girlfriends to have babies. 

12.



My friends from the night club days are still trying to climb the corporate ladder.  

Single girlfriends who look like they’ve just stepped off the set of Sex and the 

City come to visit and drink your wine and slur at you... 

“Look at you - stuck here. You haven’t reached your potential.”  

Seriously I haven’t reached my potential? I’m just trying to make it through the 

day. 

And eventually they stop coming to visit. They drop off one by one. Not sure 

where they go. Back to the disco or chained to their own Isle of Tears. Maybe 

there’s no difference.

We were told we can have it all, career, children, education. Have it all, do it all, 
be it all... Ha!  It’s...too...much...pressure. 

Was it the pressure that got to the poor woman in Melbourne who walked her 
toddler in the pram calmly to the river and came back with her pram empty and 
reported to the police that her baby had been snatched from her by a drunk 
barefoot homeless black man. Strange choice don’t you think...what would he 
want with a baby? He can’t even look after himself. Well, it turns out he wasn’t 
even real...he was a figment of her guilt.  

Sound of a cry begins... 

I blame the witching hour.  That time when no matter what you do they don’t 

stop crying...they keep going until you think you are going mad. The relentless 

crying. And the isolation. Strange it’s called the witching hour. I am the one who 

becomes witch-like in this hour. 

The cry becomes incessant. 

13.



Make it stop!!!!! 

But this time she didn’t stop....I ran into the room to the cot. To see what was 

wrong. I picked her up. I checked everything. The nappy. I sat in the chair 

offered her my breast. No, she wasn’t hungry. I swaddled her tightly and put her 

back in the cot and tried the method the midwife taught me at sleep school. 

Swaddle her tight. Put her on the side and pat her bum quite forcefully but not 

rough.  Pat pat pat pat pat pat pat pat pat pat pat PAT PAT PAT and then it was 

maybe quite rough and I stopped and I felt terrible and I thought maybe she was 

asleep but no maybe it was too rough and it was like shaking the baby. 

The crying stops. 

NEVER SHAKE THE BABY. I felt for her breath. And yes she was breathing and 

her eyes were closing and I thought I had done it. I had achieved the holy grail. 

Silence. Sweet, sweet silence. 

I held my breath as I left the room. 

I crept into the kitchen and I looked at the clock which was a mistake. Never 

look at the clock. Time stops when you do. Never watch time. It’s shy - it hides 

when you watch it. I put the kettle on for a cup of tea but then realized it was so 

loud it might wake her up. I turned it off and stood in the silence trying to ignore 

time.  

Live feed close up Angelica eyes. 

I think of Kathleen Folbigg and I wonder if she really did it. 

14.



SISTERS  
The Play  
by Stephen Sewell  
[excerpt] 

SYLVIE
How do you know when it’s right?

GILLIAN
(SLIGHT PAUSE)
Usually you don't, but you have to make a decision 
anyhow...Maybe I have compromised too much. I don't feel as 
if I have, but maybe that's what it is. I'm...um...I don't 
know what to do.

SYLVIE
I'm not an expert. I've practically compromised myself out 
of existence; but I think I've made a mistake.

GILLIAN
So do I - About myself...Am I that unhappy?  Why is it like 
that?  When you think you understand, someone shines another 
light on you and you realise you've been lying all along?  
(CRYING)
It's just so hard, Sylvie. Why is it like this?  Why is it 
so damn hard to live?

SYLVIE
When...I started the relationship with Ray, it was so easy. 
I knew he was married it wasn't that kind of dishonesty - 
But it was different - I don't know - I thought, this time, 
I won't fall in love, this time I'll stay clear - It was 
simple -
They were living inter-state, he was here for a couple of 
months - It had a definite time-frame - Do you understand?  
He was here, and in two months he'd be gone and it'd be all 
over. That's what I wanted: that's all I wanted: just some 
company, some warmth for a little while. And it was 
wonderful. It was summer, I was working, even the air seemed 
to sparkle. I don't know what we did - I'm frightened of 
getting old, Gillian - When you fall in love, when you know 
somebody wants you - It's like you're young again, like the 
world is still full of opportunity - I love that, I love 
that feeling - We'd have coffee in the sun - Stupid things, 
you know - easy things - The sorts of things that make you 
realise there's still pleasure in life - He was so sweet, we 
were like kids -
(SUDDENLY ANGRY WITH HERSELF)
I know it's a lie, but sometimes you need a lie to cover the 
gap - It snuck up on me. He finished his job and it was time 
to go home - I'm stupid, I'm so stupid - I should have 
started an affair with someone else straight away should 
have cut him off as soon as I realised - You can't need 
anyone - You should never need anyone...I couldn't let him 
go - I had the sense not to say as much, but everything I 
did - I hate it!  I hate love!...I wanted him, Gillian; I 



wanted him so much; but I didn't want to hurt - his wife Oh, 
God - I didn't want to hurt anyone - It was such a...Why do 
I do it?  What's driving me?  I had my chance - No, that's 
wrong, that's the wrong way of putting it - It's not about 
that at all - It's not a choice - It's not those kinds of 
dichotomies between career or marriage - It's something else 
- It's to be loved for ever and ever, to be loved completely 
- I never met anyone who loved me that way -
I loved them - That's true, Gillian - I loved them with 
everything in me, and I was just longing to meet someone who 
loved me back - Do you believe me? - And he did. It was like 
we were made of the same stuff, our souls were the same - It 
was so easy; the knife slipped in so easily - He went back 
to his wife - Why didn't I finish it?  Why didn't I finish 
it then?...He started ringing me, and the horror of it 
started to creep in on me: My life, how stupid my life is - 
What are the pieces?  How do they stick together?  I wanted 
to be free, but I was just a slave to my own passion; what 
is it?  What am I doing?  I've got nothing to complain 
about; I wasn't crippled by any childhood experience; but 
there's something wrong with me: something that makes me 
want to tear apart any momentary happiness to make sure it's 
real - Is that true?  or is it something else?  Why can't I 
trust people?  Are we all so dangerous we've got to dissect 
each other before we'll let them in the house?  Why is it so 
hard to love when that's what everyone wants?  I'm a fool, 
I'm such a fool. I thought I could control it.  'He's 
ringing me', I thought, 'That's not so bad. It's his 
responsibility.' Even when I could see the ground slipping 
away underneath me, I still thought it'd be alright, I still 
didn't think it'd be as bad as what I knew it would be.  He 
started finding excuses for coming over: there was a 
conference he had to attend; he was passing through on his 
way somewhere; we could steal some time, we could share some 
happiness together - Happiness, Gillian - like drops of 
water; but it wasn't happiness at all, it was torture - 
Everything in my life is bullshit!  - I started an affair 
with someone else - I did everything I could, but what I 
longed for were those few horrible hours when I could be 
with him; to be with him and then sink deeper into the shit 
I was covering myself with. His wife found out, his poor, 
distracted wife; somehow, she knew -

GILLIAN
(ANGRILY)
You always know.

SYLVIE
It wasn't you!  I didn't hurt you!

GILLIAN
Keep going. (VERY SLIGHT PAUSE) I'm listening.

SYLVIE
(SLIGHT PAUSE)



His wife found out, and the spiral started getting tighter 
I'm not telling you this for effect!  Can't you see what it 
did to me?!

PAUSE

SYLVIE (CONT'D)
I wanted him, I needed him, but I couldn't have him - I 
started to hate her - I hated myself for hating her, but I 
couldn't
help myself -

GILLIAN
(COLDLY JUDGMENTAL)
What was he doing in all of this?

SYLVIE
(ANGRY REBUTTAL)
He was being torn apart!  It wasn't simple, Gillian - There 
weren't any good guys and bad guys - We all did things we 
regretted: lied and fumbled around for the truth, hid in 
self-deception and were shocked senseless when it was all 
exposed as one horrific fabrication - We acted like
human beings!  How else were we supposed to act?  Why are 
you like this?  I'm trying to tell you about one of the most 
horrible things that ever happened to me!  Why are you like 
this?  Why won't you let me speak?

GILLIAN
(CRYING)
Because it makes me frightened!

SYLVIE walks agitatedly across the stage:

SYLVIE
I wanted to tell him to stay with me, to be with me, but I 
couldn't - He told me he loved me - Why did he have to say 
that?  Why couldn't he have just let me go - The three of us 
just living in hell - And...then...he...left...me. He left 
me!  He left me!  He left me!...And all the shit in my life: 
the lies, the emptiness, the dishonesty, the deceit, came 
raining down...And I killed that baby in my womb 

GILLIAN looks helplessly at her, overwhelmed herself by the misery in 
front of her. She looks away. SYLVIE suddenly straightens and, turning 
directly to GILLIAN, shrieks:

SYLVIE (CONT'D)
Why?!


